
OBJECTIVES: SUBJECT MATTER:

MATERIALS: REFERENCES:

Vision Board Template
   

Remember, there are no correct or incorrect answers. Personalize this to suit YOUR goals. Some areas may be
more detailed than others, but try to limit each area to the things that are most important to you.

(Recommended no more than 3-5 per area)

What have you always wanted to do/be, but never started? 

Describe your excellent life: 

If you had the gift of more time, how would you spend it?

What brings you the most joy in life?

What type of person do you want to be?

WORD FOR THE YEAR
   

Pick one word that summarizes all your goals for 2021 and write it here: __________________________________

YOUR CENTER

HEART

Family, Love, Marriage, Children, Friendship

MIND
Knowledge, Self Cultivation, Work/Career, 

Learning, Financial

BODY

Health, Fitness, Self Care

SOUL

Adventure, Travel, Spiritual, Ethical, Service



VISION BOARD MATERIALS

Checklist
   
A background. This can be a poster board, pinboard,
corkboard, etc. Tip: The dollar store sells poster boards for $1 so
this is the most cost-effective route.

Magazines. Tip: Try to have a variety of content,
based on your goals. Sunset Magazine has good travel-inspired quotes
and graphics, Women’s Health Magazine is great for physical goals,
Parents Magazine has wonderful family content, Forbes has good
financial quotes and graphics, and the O Magazine is a good all-rounder.
If you don't have magazines, ask your doctor's office, hairdresser, the
library, local bookstores, or online. 

  
Other images and text (computer printouts/ old books/ art/ photos etc.) 
Click here to download our free, printable PDF of quotes and words.

     
Glue -we recommend rubber cement glue- it is in a bottle with a
brush (that is the important part!) You can find an 8oz bottle
of it for $3.97 at Walmart, or at any other craft store.

    
CLEAR Pushpins if you are using a cork or pinboard.

    
Scissors

Pen and paper (for the planning process)

Art supplies (optional) - sharpies, markers, crayons,
paint, glitter- whatever you like!



GOALGOAL
Getter

HUSTLEHUSTLE

newnew
jobjob FUN!FUN!FUN!

I canI canI can   &I willI willI will   

My skills and
talents make a
difference!

CHILL
CHILL
CHILL

Wake UpWake UpWake Up
HappyHappyHappy

dreamdreamdream
BEBE

BRAVEBRAVE

Limitless

Progress over Perfection

MINDFUL

STRONG

GRACE

Save. Invest. Grow. RepeatEVOLVE
Best Year EVER! 



DEBT FREE
Freedom

Romantic

Joy!

Successful

HEALTH
My Tribe



CHOOSE GRATITUDE

Connected

Resilient
confident

PURPOSE Reflect

COMPLETE

Higher 
Purpose

VIBRANT
Successful



Organized

Role Model
Student Mentality

Expect Success

Resilient
Forgive

Travel

M
ed
it
a
te Marathon   5K   10K   

Thankful every day

Practice Gratitude

Sunshine
Vehicle House     NEW

A
li
g
n

Cabin   Vacation 

Manifest

Embrace Failure



2021 Commit FAITH
HUGStretch Bible

Clutter Free

I attract money

GREAT TIME 

MANAGER

PROACTIVE
Excellence

EXCELLENT

WORKOUTWORKOUTWORKOUT

BLESSED BEYOND MEASURE


